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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is PostgreSQL?

Options: 
A- Open source in memory data structure store, used as a database, cache and message broker

B- Enterprise-ready fully managed solution for Javascript Object Notation(JSON) document indexing and full text search capabilities

C- An open source relational database

D- Most popular document database available as a managed service on IBM Cloud

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
PostgreSQL, commonly pronounced ''Post-GRES,'' is an open source database that has a strong reputation for its reliability, flexibility,

and support of open technical standards. Unlike other RDMBS (Relational Database Management Systems), PostgreSQL (link resides

outside ibm.com) supports both non-relational and relational data types. This makes it one of the most compliant, stable, and mature



relational databases available today. PostgreSQL is expandable and versatile so it can quickly support a variety of specialized use cases

with powerful extension ecosystem, which covers things from time-series data types to geospatial analytics. Its versatile and

approachable design makes PostgreSQL a ''one-size-fits-all'' solution for many enterprises looking for cost-effective and efficient ways to

improve their database management systems.

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which account give you a $200 credit to use on IBM Cloud?

Options: 
A- Lite

B- Pay-As-You-Go

C- Subscription

D- Enterprise

Answer: 



B

Explanation: 
Pay-As-You-Go is created automatically when users register with IBM Cloud, receives basic support, and gives a $200 credit to use on

IBM Cloud.

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which service can be used to develop sophisticated machine learning model using Notebooks and code free tools to infuse AI

throughput your business?

Options: 
A- Watson SageMaker

B- Watson Data Science Experience

C- Watson Data Platform



D- Watson Studio

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Use Watson Studio develop sophisticated machine learning models using Notebooks and code-free tools to infuse AI throughout your

business. Watson Studio democratizes data science and AI to drive innovation in your business. With a suite of tools for all skill levels,

everyone can collaborate to prepare, analyze, and model data. You can write Python or R code in notebooks, visually code on a

graphical canvas, or automatically build models.

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following is correct regarding IBM Cloud Single Zone Regions (SZR)?

Options: 



A- The three data center that support the SZR zones runs in the same building

B- The SZR sites are earmarked for only IaaS resources

C- Resource deployed on SZRs cannot be spread across zones

D- SZR are resilient to failures that take down one zone

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What does Kubernetes do ?

Options: 
A- Continuous Integration

B- Source code deployment



C- Monitoring and alerting

D- Container Orchestration

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Kubernetes, also known as K8s, is an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized

applications.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What optional service added to IBM Cloud allowed for easy backup and replication of virtual machines on VMWare?

Options: 



A- Snapshot

B- Spectrum

C- Veeam

D- HyTrust

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions offers Veeam Backup & Replication technology to provide backup, recovery, and replication for your

VMware workload on IBM Cloud. To protect your data, use Veeam to create jobs to back up your workload to IBM Cloud Endurance

Storage.
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